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Q: I’m planning a kitchen remodel and thinking of replacing my gas range with electric. I’m worried the change may affect my cooking and I want more info before I commit. Can you help? A: First off, ...
Looking for a new stove? Step off the gas and go electric
Why not trade in that old, polluting gas range (or outdated electric range) with a new induction range or cooktop. Here are some of the best induction ranges you can get in 2022, according to ...
Best induction ranges and cooktops in 2022 following the signing of the Inflation Reduction Act
Freestanding ranges fit in a space in the kitchen typically surrounded ... so they are excellent for baking, whereas gas ovens heat up more quickly than their electric counterparts.
The Best Electric Ranges of 2022
If your kitchen is designed to fit a slide-in range, then we suggest the Bosch ... cook and are lucky enough to have access to both gas and electric lines may be willing enough to invest in ...
Best gas ranges for 2022
No wonder so many of us like cooking with gas. There’s something atavistic about fixing food over an open flame—a throwback to primitive man (and woman!) hunched over the fire. And gas heat is a snap ...
Remodeling 101: Farewell to the Gas Range
As more and more municipalities, particularly in California, impose restrictions on the use of gas-powered appliances in new construction, some restaurants might have to consider converting their ...
Restaurant operators eye electric kitchens as gas restrictions gain momentum
Hold on to your wallet. Due to inflation and prices surging for natural gas, heating oil and other fuels, you will see a significant rise in your utility bills. So if you've opened your electric ...
Unplug These Appliances That Hike Up Your Electricity Bill
With gas appliances soon to be banned in new L.A. construction to cut down on greenhouse gas emissions, tastemakers are falling for environmentally friendly induction appliances: "Water boils in ...
Now We’re (No Longer) Cooking With Gas: Hollywood Embraces Induction Cooking
The simple tricks below from the popular energy supplier are easy to try and can help you save cash. It may take more time for your dishes to wash, but you will get the same results. If you're only ...
The simple British Gas energy-saving kitchen tricks involving a kettle and microwave to save money
Changing old habits in the kitchen and choosing the right appliances could save ... could save up to £600 a year by switching to more efficient cooking methods. Gas and electricity bills are expected ...
Best appliances to save cash when cooking
The Inflation Reduction Act could soon help save you money if you’re replacing a kitchen appliance ... rebates for the purchase of new electric appliances, including cooktops, ranges (aka ...
What the Inflation Reduction Act Could Mean for Your Next Appliance Purchase
Were you aware that all gas appliances must be installed according to the Occupation Health and Safety Act? Mainly due to the fact that incorrect installation of these appliances can result in dangers ...
How to safely and legally install gas appliances in your home
The Samsung Bespoke line of appliances features all your favorite ... The dryer is available in electric and gas versions. (Expect to pay $90 extra for a gas-powered dryer.) Right now when you ...
Everything you need to know about the Samsung Bespoke line of kitchen and laundry appliances, on sale now
Arguably chief among that is the cost of powering our homes with gas ... our time in the kitchen, so a lot of a household’s energy usage is going to come from the various appliances used ...
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